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CQC rated
outstanding
Somerset Practice of the Year 2017
29,000 patients
Thriving market town, with a
strong community spirit
Frome is ranked in the top ten best
places to live in the UK (The Times)

Why work with us?
Whether you are starting out on your GP journey
and actively looking for a practice with a strong
track record in supporting new GPs, or you are
an experienced GP looking for a new challenge.
Frome Medical Practice offers the chance to
develop a special interest or widen your portfolio
career. We would like to hear from you.
We are launching a new rolling recruitment
programme. The aim is to support and grow our
current patient list of nearly 30,000 patients. We
are also passionate about providing a wide range of
enhanced services to our local community.
Our GPs are highly valued and offered a
competitive salary and a generous holiday
entitlement. As a practice we run a telephone
triage model called Patient Connect.
The new GP’s will have the opportunity to work
with a vast array of highly skilled supportive health
professionals in a forward thinking environment.
Our highly skilled team of nurse practitioners
and mental health nurse practitioners are here to
support your workload during duty, for palliative
care and nursing home visits.
Frome also offers you variety in your day. This might
be through working as part our fracture clinic,
supporting our young person’s clinic, or working
on assessment beds as part of our contract with the
local hospital next door. In addition we have an
on-site operating theatre for minor operations. The
health visitor team and district nurses are all located
under the same roof, meaning there is a real sense
of services working together.
We asked our current GPs what they most valued
about working with us, this is what they said:
“Frome offers the opportunity for a variety of activity
with different blocks in the day: consults, home
visits, scripts, duty, education, team meetings and
assessment beds”
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“ Our large catchment population means we work with
diverse demographics and a mixture of disease”
“We have a great buddy system so you don’t return to
too much admin if you are away”
“There is a great café with excellent cappuccinos, not to
mention free onsite parking”
“I love that there is a gym onsite with shower facilities!”
“The friendly and supportive staff team”

All in our community
Frome is a thriving market town in Somerset with a
strong community ethos. The Times, Telegraph and
Sunday Times have all ranked it as one of the top 10
places in the UK to live and the Sunday Times recently
voted it as the best place in the South West.
Recent national media coverage has described Frome
as “The town that’s found a cure for illness” and
actively promotes how working with the community
Frome Medical Centre has significantly reduced
hospital admissions. www.fromemedicalpractice.
co.uk/news/
Our Frome Model of Enhanced Primary Care is
something we are all very proud of and is an example
of innovation at its best. Our dynamic health
connectors team is based in the practice and offers
our GPs signposting opportunities that truly make
a difference to patients. The ability to sign post to
community projects and services through the health
connector team has not only put Frome firmly on the
UK map but also highlights what can happen when a
medical centre fully links with its community to offer
care and support.

For more information
Please contact Jill Griffiths our HR manager
somccg.frome.hr@nhs.net

https://www.
fromemedicalpractice.
co.uk/information/jobvacancies/
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